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Impact of nonlinear hydrodynamic modelling
on geometric optimisation of a spherical
heaving point absorber
Bingyong Guo, Qusai Elmoosa, Christian Windt, John V. Ringwood

Abstract—Due to the amount of iterative computation
involved, researchers involved in geometric optimisation of
wave energy devices typically employ linear hydrodynamic
models. However, the exaggerated motion of wave energy
devices, aided by energy maximising control action, challenges the assumptions upon which linear hydrodynamic
modelling relies. Furthermore, the optimal device geometry
is also sensitive to the nature of the energy-maximisation
controller employed, and to the set of wave conditions over
which the optimisation is carried out.
In order to focus on the essential issues, this study takes
the simplest possible device for optimisation, a heaving
sphere (with just one free parameter), but one which
exhibits nonlinear hydrodynamic characteristics, due to the
non-uniform cross-sectional area. The study examines the
sensitivity to the inclusion of nonlinear Froude-Krylov
forces. In addition, the sensitivity of the optimal device
size to differences in the applied control algorithm is also
studied, as are effects due to different representative sea
state representations and performance evaluation criteria.
Index Terms—wave energy converter, geometric optimisation, wave energy control, hydrodynamic modelling,
sensitivity

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

AVE energy is one of the few untapped sources
of renewable energy that could make a signiﬁcant contribution to the future energy system. Unfortunately, to date, no wave energy converters (WECs)
have proven themselves to be commercially viable for
the utility market. One of the reasons for this is the
diversity in design directions, due to the many wave
energy conversion principles upon which WECs are
based and the wide variety of WEC geometric shapes
used to harness energy based on those principles.
In general, the development of a WEC project is
costly, time-consuming, and high-risk [1], [2]. Conventional WEC development focuses on advancing
technology readiness levels (TRLs) from 1 to 9, and
the corresponding development cost and time are up
to 50 Me and 10 years [1], [2], respectively, resulting
in a high levelised cost of energy (LCoE). By summarising existing WEC projects, it is recommended to
evaluate technology performance levels (TPLs), even
at low TRLs, to save development time and cost, and
to mitigate development risk [1]–[5]. For a generic
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WEC device, design optimisation, especially geometric
optimisation and optimal control, is required at early
stages ofthe WEC development [1], [4], [5], to improve
techno-economic performance [6]–[8].
A generic WEC geometric optimisation procedure
is illustrated in Fig. 1. For an initial WEC device
concept, the ﬁrst step is to deﬁne the WEC geometry
and its operational mode(s) according to the sea states
of the deployment site, to harvest wave energy via
wave-structure interaction (WSI). In general, control
strategies are applied to the WSI model, in order to
exaggerate WEC motion and maximise power capture
[9]. However, large WEC motion consequently leads to
nonlinear hydrodynamic behaviour [9]. In addition, the
WSI-based model, derived from hydrodynamic modelling tools, e.g. boundary element methods (BEM) and
computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) packages, may be
computationally expensive. Given the naturally high
number of optimisation iterations, model simpliﬁcation
is required for applying control strategies, computing
WEC dynamics and evaluating WEC performance. Finally, optimisation algorithms are used to update the
WEC geometry until performance is maximised.
initial design
define geometry
sea states
model WSI
control (PTO)
update
geometry

simplify model

compute WEC dynamics
and performance criteria

stop
criterion?

no

optimisation
algorithm

yes
optimised design
Fig. 1. Geometric optimisation ﬂowchart of a wave energy converter.
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As shown in Fig. 1, the sea states, geometry deﬁnition, WSI modelling, control, performance measures,
and optimisation algorithms can all inﬂuence the optimised WEC geometry. The optimised hull, shape and
dimensions are sensitive to WEC working principles
[10], [11], sea states [12]–[15], control strategies [9],
[16], [17] and performance criteria [6], [18]–[20]. In
addition, the optimised result is also inﬂuenced by the
geometry deﬁnition methods [21], [22] and optimisation algorithms [23]–[25]. The choice of optimisation
algorithm mainly determines the computation time
and likelihood of converging to global optimum [20].
For WEC geometric optimisation, most studies apply
linear WSI modelling methods, either in the time [16],
[26] or frequency domain [6], [27], [28]. Linear WSI
modelling methods are computationally efﬁcient, even
in regular waves, but may be low in modelling ﬁdelity,
especially when the WEC is tuned to be resonant with
the incident waves by power maximising control [9].
On the contrary, high-ﬁdelity WSI methods, e.g. CFD,
are computationally heavy [29]–[33], and may be not
suitable for some WEC geometric optimisation, e.g.
optimising the annual energy production of a device.
Ultimately, for optimisation applications, a plausible
balance between computational complexity and ﬁdelity
must be struck, with the availability of limited computing power. A trade-off between modelling ﬁdelity and
computing efﬁciency can be compromised by hybrid
modelling methods, as summarised in [34].
Since a hydrodynamic model plays a crucial role
in WEC geometry optimisation, it is to be expected
that WSI modelling methods should have a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on optimised geometry. However, there are
few studies aiming to compare various WSI modelling
methods in WEC geometric optimisation [35]. Meanwhile, WSI modelling ﬁdelity is sensitive to sea states
and control, and has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on WEC
performance. Thus, the interplay between sea states,
WSI modelling methods, control strategies, and performance criteria should be addressed in the WEC optimisation loop (see Fig. 1). This study uses the simplest
WEC geometry, a semi-submerged sphere in heave, to
examine the sensitivity of the optimal geometry to the
nature of the hydrodynamic models employed. Linear
and nonlinear hydrodynamic modelling methods are
compared, with the former applying linear potential
ﬂow theory and the latter including nonlinear FroudeKrylov (FK) and hydrostatic forces (termed weakly
nonlinear WSI method in this paper), with respect to
instantaneous wetted surface. As WSI modelling methods are inherently coupled with sea states, control and
performance measures (the shadowed blocks in Fig. 1),
this study also examines the interplay of those factors.
In addition, the parametric evaluation, over a deﬁned
parametric space, rather than a speciﬁc optimisation
line search, is applied in this study, to evaluate the
overall WEC performance against various criteria.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows:
Section II presents the various sea states employed for
optimisation, while Section III describes the linear and
weakly nonlinear hydrodynamic modelling methods.
Section IV summarises the reactive and passive con-

trol strategies, with various performance criteria introduced in Section V. Numerical results are presented
and discussed in Section VI. Finally, Section VII draws
some conclusions and indicated potential future work.
II. S EA STATES
To optimise the geometry of a WEC system for
a given installation site, long-term, e.g. annual or
decadal, wave observation data are required to specify
the wave climate. In this study, the data collected in
2017 at the Atlantic Marine Energy Test Site (AMETS)
by the Belmullet Inner (Berth B) wave buoy [36] is
used, which is shown in Fig. 2(a) in terms of the
signiﬁcant wave height Hs and the energy period Te .
The depth at the installation site of the Belmullet Inner
wave buoy is about 50 m. In Fig. 2(a), the colour-bar
represents the occurrence of each sea state in hours,
and the data availability is up to 8723 hours out of
8760 hours, that is 99.58%.
Based on long-term wave data, an optimised WEC
geometry can balance WEC performance across all the
sea states presented in the optimisation framework.
Some performance measures, such as annual energy
production and capacity factor, can only be evaluated
based on long-term wave observation. Thus, the geometric optimisation procedure is time-consuming, and
computationally costly. One possible way to accelerate
the optimisation is to use some characteristic sea states,
e.g. the most energetic, frequent or/and average sea
states in Fig. 2(b), as the simpliﬁed design wave conditions of the deployment site.
In general, sea states can be statistically represented
by wave spectra, among which the notable ones are
the joint North Sea wave project (JONSWAP) [37]
and the Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) [38] spectral models.
The JONSWAP spectrum, deﬁned by signiﬁcant wave
height Hs and peak period Tp , is applied in this study,
given as


!
(ω−ω )2
5ωp4
exp − 2δ2 ωp2
5Hs2 ωp4
p
exp − 4 γ
, (1)
S(ω) = α
16 ω 5
4ω
where ωp = T2πp is the peak frequency. γ, α, and σ are
the shape coefﬁcients. In this study, γ = 3.3, α = 1 −
0.287 ln γ, δ = 0.07 for ω ≤ ωp and δ = 0.09 for ω ≥ ωp
are applied. For γ = 3.3, Tp ≈ 1.12Te holds [39]. For a
given sea state, the wave power ﬂux per wave front is
written as
ρg 2
J=
Te Hs2 ,
(2)
64π
where ρ and g are the water density and gravitational
acceleration constant, respectively.
Ocean waves are typically random and irregular, and
can be approximated by the summation of a group of
sinusoidal waves, given as
η(t) =

N
X

ai cos(ωi t + ϕi ),

(3)

i=1

where ai , ωi and ϕi are the amplitude, frequency,
and initial phase of the ith sinusoidal wave of N
components, respectively. For a given wave spectrum,
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Fig. 2. (a) Wave climate at the Atlantic Marine Energy Test Site, (b) wave spectra and (c) time traces of wave elevation. In (a), the colorbar
indicates the occurrence of sea states in hour.

where Mpto , Bpto , and Kpto are the PTO mass, damping, and stiffness, respectively. żb is the buoy velocity.
The hydrodynamic force can be expressed as the
integral of the pressure p on the wetted surface S, as
ZZ
pn dS,
(7)
fh (t) = −

z

wave
buoy

still water
level

S

PTO

Fig. 3. A semi-submerged spherical point absorber in heave.

wave elevation in the time domain can be realised
by randomising wave amplitudes or phases [40], of
which the scheme of random phases and deterministic
amplitudes is used to generate wave time traces, as
shown in Fig. 2(c).
In this study, three characteristic sea states are used
for geometric optimisation, including (i) the most energetic sea state with Hs = 4.25 m and Te = 9.75 s,
(ii) the annual average sea state with Hs = 2.81 m
and Te = 8.84 s, and (iii) the most frequent sea state
with Hs = 2.75 m and Te = 8.25 s. The wave spectra
and corresponding time traces of those three sea states
are illustrated in Figs. 2(b)-(c). As the depth at the
installation site of the Belmullet Inner wave buoy is
about 50 m, the deep water assumption is satisﬁed for
the aforementioned sea states.

The simplest WEC geometry, a semi-submerged
heaving sphere, is shown in Fig. 3, and its motion is
governed by Newton’s second law, given as
(4)

where M , z̈b , and zb are the sphere mass, heave acceleration, and displacement, respectively. fh , fg , and
fpto are the hydrodynamic, gravitational, and power
take-off (PTO) forces, respectively.
The gravitational and PTO forces can be written as
fg (t) = −M g,
fpto (t) = −Mpto z̈b (t) − Bpto żb (t) − Kpto zb (t),

A. Linear hydrodynamic modelling
Based on the assumptions of (i) an ideal ﬂuid, i.e. incompressible, inviscid, and irrotational, (ii) small wave
height, and (iii) small body motion, LPF theory can
be applied to compute the pressure distribution in the
ﬂuid, which can be expressed as a function of the
velocity potential function φ, given as
p = −ρgz − ρ

III. H YDRODYNAMIC MODELLING

M z̈b (t) = fh (t) + fg (t) + fpto (t),

where n is the normal vector on the wetted surface.
Thus, the key to WSI modelling is to compute the
distribution of the pressure p in the ﬂuid. In general,
the WEC hydrodynamics are governed by the NavierStokes equations and can be numerically computed,
mainly via CFD software packages [29]. As optimisation (or parametric study) is naturally characterised
by a high iteration count, linear potential ﬂow (LPF)
theory is widely used in the literature, and is applied
in this study as one of the modelling approaches. To
reveal the impact of WSI modelling methods on WEC
optimisation, a weakly nonlinear hydrodynamics modelling method, using the instantaneous wetted surface
to compute nonlinear FK and hydrostatic forces, is also
applied, for comparison. Both modelling methods are
detailed in the following two subsections.

(5)
(6)

∂φ
,
∂t

(8)

where ps = −ρgz and pd = −ρ ∂φ
∂t are the static
and dynamic pressure, respectively. Based on the LPF
theory, the total potential function can be divided into
the incident, diffracted and radiated components, as
φ = φi + φd + φr ,

(9)

where φi , φd , and φr are the potential functions associated with incident, diffracted, and radiated waves,
respectively.
By assuming small wave height and the body motion, the wetted surface can be ideally treated as a constant. Thus, the hydrodynamic force can be approximately computed according to the wetted surface at the
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body’s equilibrium point in still water. Consequently,
the hydrodynamic force fh can be divided into the FK
force fFK , diffraction force fd , radiation force fr , and
buoyancy force fb , given as
fh (t) = fFK (t) + fd (t) + fr (t) + fb (t),
ZZ
∂φi
n dS,
fFK (t) = ρ
∂t
ZZ S
∂φd
fd (t) = ρ
n dS,
∂t
ZZS
∂φr
n dS,
fr (t) = ρ
∂t
Z ZS
gzn dS,
fb (t) = ρ

(10)
(11)

Thus, the excitation force can also be determined by its
FRF, given as

(12)

Fe (ω) = Ke (ω)η̄(ω),

(13)
(14)

S

where S is the invariant wetted surface at the equilibrium point in still water. Thus, fb + fg = 0 holds
for a WEC body at rest in still water. When the body
oscillates, the buoyancy force cannot match with the
gravitational force and the mismatch is represented by
the hydrostatic force fhs , which is proportional to the
buoy’s displacement, given as
fhs (t) = fb (t) + fg (t) = −Kzb (t),

(15)

where K = ρgπR2 is the hydrostatic stiffness and R is
the radius of the sphere. In the frequency domain, the
hydrostatic force can be rewritten as
Fhs (ω) = −KZb (ω),

(17)

where A∞ is the added mass at inﬁnite frequency, and
kr is the impulse response function (IRF) associated
with the radiation force. Alternatively, the radiation
force can also be expressed in the frequency domain,
rewritten as

Fr (ω) = ω 2 A(ω) − jωB(ω) Zb (ω),
(18)

where Fr (ω), A(ω), and B(ω) are the frequency-domain
representations of the radiation force, added mass and
radiation damping, respectively. The reciprocal relationship between Eqs. (17) and (18) was derived by
Ogilvie [42].
The convolution term kr ∗ żb is not computationally efﬁcient in WEC geometric optimisation and can
be approximated by a ﬁnite-order state-space model,
which can be identiﬁed by time-domain methods [43],
[44] or frequency-domain methods [45]–[47]. As the
moment-matching method in [46], [47] can guarantee
the stability and passivity of the identiﬁed system, it is
used in this study.
Based on LPF theory, the excitation force is deﬁned
as the summation of the FK and diffraction forces, and
can be expressed as
fe (t) = fFK + fd = ke (t) ∗ η(t),

(21)

where η̄(ω) is the frequency-domain representation of
the incident wave η(t).
It is well known that the excitation IRF, ke (t), is
non-causal and, thus, the convolution term in Eq. (19)
cannot be parametrised directly. Extra efforts, e.g. wave
prediction or up-stream wave measurement, are required to causalise the wave-to-excitation-force process. Several methods are proposed for approximating
or estimating the excitation force, for example [48]–
[51]. In this study, it is assumed that wave prediction
is available and the method in [49], [50] is applied to
model the excitation force from the incident waves. It
is worth noting that the FK and diffraction forces in
Eqs. (11)-(12) can be parametrised by the same procedure as employed with excitation force identiﬁcation.
Substituting Eqs. (15)-(21) into Eq. (4), the linear
WEC model can be rewritten as Cummins’ equation,
in the time- or frequency-domains, respectively, as

(16)

where Zb (ω) is the frequency domain representation of
the heave displacement zb .
Based on Cummins’ equation [41], the radiation
force, in the time-domain, is given as
fr (t) = −A∞ z̈b (t) − kr (t) ∗ żb (t),

where ke (t) is the excitation IRF related to its frequency
response function (FRF) Ke (ω), as
Z ∞
1
Ke (ω)ejωt dω.
(20)
ke (t) =
2π −∞

(19)

(M + A∞ )z̈b (t) + kr (t) ∗ żb (t) + Kzb (t)
=fe (t) + fpto (t),
 2

−ω (M + A(ω)) + jωB(ω) + K Zb (ω)

(22)
(23)

=Fe (ω) + Fpto (ω),

where Fpto (ω) is the frequency-domain representation
of the PTO force.
B. Weakly nonlinear hydrodynamic modelling
As WEC systems generally operate in mild to moderate sea states, the assumptions of an ideal ﬂuid
and small wave height can be met, to some extent.
However, body motion can be exaggerated by power
maximising control, and thus can generate some important nonlinear effects in WSI hydrodynamics [9].
Several nonlinear hydrodynamic factors, e.g. quadratic
potential terms, nonlinear FK, radiation, hydrostatic,
and viscous forces, are compared in [9], [52], which address the importance of the nonlinear FK, hydrostatic,
and viscous forces. Although the viscous drag force
can be included to Cummins’ equation by adding a
quadratic drag term, according to the Morison equation
[53], the drag coefﬁcient varies with waves [54], [55],
and cannot keep a consistent value in WEC geometric
optimisation. Thus, the weakly nonlinear hydrodynamic modelling method in this study only considers
the nonlinear FK and hydrostatic forces induced by
instantaneous wetted surface.
An algebraic representation of the nonlinear FK force
for heaving axisymmetric point absorbers is detailed
in [56]. Thus, this paper only gives an overview of the
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According to the maximum power transfer theorem,
the optimal PTO impedance should satisfy


Kpto
Zpto (ω) = Bpto (ω) + jω Mpto − 2 = Zi∗ (ω). (33)
ω

still water
wave

Fig. 4. An heaving point absorber with spherical proﬁle.

nonlinear FK force modelling. Considering the timevarying wetted surface S(t), the nonlinear FK and
buoyancy forces can be rewritten as
ZZ
∂φi
n dS,
(24)
fFK,nl (t) = ρ
∂t
Z Z S(t)
fb,nl (t) = ρ
gzn dS.
(25)
S(t)

The nonlinear buoyancy force fb,nl is also termed the
nonlinear static FK force in [56]. For the heaving sphere
in Fig. 4, the algebraic representations of fFK,nl and
fb,nl , derived in [56], are given as

σ2
1
2π
kσ
, (26)
ρgη(t) (zb (t) + − σ)e
fFK,nl (t) =
k
k
σ1


σ
σ2 2
σ3
,
(27)
+ zb (t)
fb,nl (t) = −2πρg −
3
2 σ1
where k is the wave number, σ is the the variable of
integration, with integration limits of σ1 = zb (t) − R
and σ2 = η(t).
Corresponding to the linear hydrostatic and excitation forces in Eqs. (15) and (19), respectively, the
nonlinear ‘hydrostatic force’ and ‘excitation force’ can
be deﬁned as
fe,nl (t) = fFK,nl (t) + fd (t),
fhs,nl (t) = fb,nl (t) + fg (t).

(28)
(29)

Hence, the weakly nonlinear WEC model can be
rewritten as
M z̈b (t) = fe,nl (t) + fr (t) + fhs,nl (t) + fpto (t).

1
Vb (ω)
=
,
Fe (ω) + Fpto (ω)
Zi (ω)

Bpto (ω) = |Zi (ω)|.

in
(31)

where Vb (ω) is the frequency-domain expression of
the body velocity vb (t) = żb (t). Zi (ω) is the intrinsic
impedance of the system, deﬁned as


K
Zi (ω) = B(ω) + jω M + A(ω) − 2 .
(32)
ω

(34)

Thus, the PTO force can be represented as fpto (t) =
−Zpto vb (t) for RC, or fpto (t) = −Bpto vb (t) for PC.
These classical control methods, i.e. RC and PC,
are generally used in WEC geometric optimisation, as
they usually give simple and computationally efﬁcient
forms for power maximising control. Although the RC
and PC control strategies in Eqs. (33)-(34) are based
on monochromatic waves, and they can be extended
to irregular waves by selecting the parameters in
Eqs. (33)-(34) according to some characteristic wave
period metrics, e.g. peak, energy or zero-crossing periods, of a given wave spectrum [16], [58], [59]. In this
study, the energy period is used to determine the PTO
parameters.
V. P ERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Even though performance measures play a signiﬁcant role in WEC geometric optimisation, there is no
universal consensus on an appropriate (accessible) metric for WEC performance [4], [35]. Various performance
criteria are used for WEC geometric optimisation, and
can be classiﬁed as economic, technical and technoeconomic criteria, which are introduced as follows.
As wave energy itself is free, the ultimate performance measure should be the LCoE over the lifetime
of a WEC project, which can be deﬁned by the present
value (PV) approach [60], given as

(30)

For the weakly nonlinear modelling method applied in
this study, the nonlinear FK force fFK,nl and buoyancy
force fb,nl are computed according to Eqs. (26)-(27),
while the diffraction force fd and radiation force fr
are kept linear. It is worth noting that the algebraic
presentations in Eqs. (26)-(27) assume that the WEC is
a point absorber with an axisymmetric hull.
IV. P OWER MAXIMISATION CONTROL
The frequency-domain Cummins’ equation
Eq. (23) can be rewritten as

Such a control law is called complex conjugate control or reactive control (RC) [57], which requires bidirectional power ﬂow. If only uni-directional power
ﬂow is allowed, the PTO impedance reduces to a pure
damper, resulting in so-called passive control (PC),
given as

LCoE =

PV(CapEx) + PV(OpEx)
,
PV(AEP)

(35)

where CapEx, OpEx, and AEP are capital expenditure,
operation and maintenance expenditure, and annual
energy production, respectively. Given that only limited operational experience of WEC projects is available [61], large uncertainties exist in LCoE estimation
and modelling. In addition, a realistic LCoE model
inherently contains a cluster of sub-models for WEC
operational wave conditions, manufacturing, deployment, operation and maintenance, and productivity
[60], which are, in general, computationally intractable
for WEC shape optimisation.
Technical performance criteria are generally sensitive
to device geometry, such as average absorbed power
Pa , and capture width ratio (CWR). In general, the
average absorbed power can be written as
Z
1 T
Pa =
fpto (t) vb (t) dt,
(36)
T 0
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where T is the time span, ranging from seconds to
years. Historically, the hydrodynamic efﬁciency of a
WEC device is mainly represented by the capture
width ratio, given as
Pa
.
(37)
2JR
These two technical performance criteria are widely
applied for WEC hull optimisation, even though they
cannot reﬂect WEC economic performance [35].
By further assuming that CapEx and OpEx are
proportional to some characteristic parameters of the
WEC geometry, e.g. mean wetted area or displaced
volume, the minimisation of LCoE is usually reduced
to maximisation of some techno-economic performance
criteria, such as average absorbed power per mean
submerged area (Ps ), or average absorbed power per
displaced volume (Pv ), which can be deﬁned as
CW R =

Pa
,
As
Pa
,
Pv =
Vd
Ps =

(38)
(39)

where As and Vd are the mean submerged area and the
displaced volume, respectively. A preliminary study,
based on a wave farm of CorPower devices with an
installation capacity of 20 MW [7], shows clearly that
LCoE is strongly related to more simpliﬁed technoeconomic criteria, concluding that a maximum value of
Ps generally achieves a low LCoE around its minimum
value, and that a maximised Pv always results in a
minimised LCoE.
In this study, the technical and techno-economic
criteria in Eqs. (36)-(39) are investigated with various
sea states, modelling methods and control strategies,
in order to give an initial indication of their interrelationship, in the WEC geometric optimisation.
VI. R ESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this study, a simple WEC geometry, a semisubmerged heaving sphere, is used. The most energetic, annual average and most frequent sea stats
described in Fig. 2 are applied as design wave conditions. Both the linear and weakly nonlinear hydrodynamic modelling methods in Section III are compared,
with the linear WSI obtained from NEMOH (a BEM
package). Both the RC and PC control philosophies
in Eqs. (33)-(34) are extended to irregular waves by
selecting the PTO impedance and resistance at the
energy period of each sea state. The technical and
techno-economic criteria in Eqs. (36)-(39) are evaluated.
Full parametric analysis, rather than a line search, is
used to illustrate the overall proﬁle of the technical and
techno-economic criteria in Eqs. (36)-(39), by varying
the radius from 1 to 40 meters. For each iteration, the
simulation time is 3000 seconds and the data of the
last 2000 seconds are used to compute the performance
criteria in Eqs. (36)-(39), as shown in Figs. 5-6.
The interplay between WSI modelling methods and
sea state is illustrated in terms of the average power,
using both PC and RC in Figs. 5(a) and (b), respectively.
In general, the optimal power absorption and radius,

achieved using the linear WSI modelling method, are
lower or smaller than their weakly nonlinear WSI
model counterparts, regardless of the particular control
strategy or sea state employed. For the weakly nonlinear WSI model, the nonlinear FK and hydrostatic
forces lead to a larger peak value of the excitation
force (further illustrated in Fig. 7), and a smaller linear
equivalent value of the hydrostatic stiffness, which
contributes to a larger optimal radius. A more energetic
sea state always results in a higher average power
and a larger optimised radius, regardless of the WSI
modelling method or control strategy employed. Compared to PC, RC can lead to a smaller radius, and
the optimised radius is more robust to the variation
in sea state and WSI modelling method. For PC, the
device natural frequency should be designed around
the prevailing wave frequency. As shown in Fig. 5,
the prevailing wave frequency is low, resulting a large
radius. On the contrary, optimal control strategies, e.g.
RC, are capable to tune the device to be resonant
with incident waves, showing a lower sensitivity to
the device natural frequency and the prevailing wave
frequency. Thus, the optimised radius is relatively sensitive to sea state and WSI modelling method, but
optimal control has the capability to mitigate these
sensitivities [58].
The interplay between WSI modelling methods and
control strategies is demonstrated by evaluating various performance criteria, involving average power,
capture width ratio, average power per wetted surface,
and average power per displaced volume, shown in
Figs. 6(a)-(b), respectively. In Fig. 6, the most frequent
sea state is used as the design wave conditions. By
evaluating the average power over a wide range of
radius values, there always exists an optimum for each
power curve in Fig. 6(a), regardless of the WSI modelling method or control strategy utilised. The CWR
curves, for various modelling and control methods, are
shown in Fig. 6(b), of which the CWR curves using RC
monotonically decease as the radius increases, while
there may exist multiple maxima in the CWR curves
using PC. Thus, special care should be taken to ﬁnd the
global optima by selecting suitable (perhaps stochastic
or concurrent) optimisation algorithms. In Figs. 6(c)(d), both the average power per wetted surface, and
the average power per displaced volume, decrease
monotonically with increasing radius, regardless of the
modelling and control approaches applied.
By parametrically evaluating and comparing various
performance criteria over a wide range of radii, it can
be concluded that the WEC geometric optimisation
problem is non-trivial and implicit, and improper selection of either modelling method, control strategy,
performance criterion, optimisation algorithm, or parameter space, may result in unrealistic optimal design.
For example, the optimal radius of R = 6 m by
using linear model and RC in Fig. 6(a) is unrealistic, as the relative buoy displacement with respect to
wave elevation is larger than the radius, indicating
the occurrence of overtopping phenomenon, and the
need of advanced control strategy to limit the buoy
motion [58]. In Fig. 6(b), a limited parameter space
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Fig. 5. Average absorbed power by (a) passive control and (b) reactive control, with various sea states. In the legend, LM means the linear
model, NLFK means the weakly nonlinear model considering nonlinear FK force, and ‘energetic’, ‘average’, and ‘frequent’ indicate the most
energetic, annual average, and most frequent sea states, respectively.
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weakly nonlinear model considering nonlinear FK force, passive control and reactive control, respectively.

or incongruous starting point may miss the global
optima, especially when line search methods are used
for multi-modal optimisation problem. For the average
power per submerged area or per displaced volume,
as shown in Figs. 6(c)-(d), respectively, the utility of
conducting WEC geometric optimisation is doubtful,
as the optimised radius always converges to the lower
parametric limit, that is a shape of smallest volume.
To detail the effect of WSI modelling methods on
WEC geometric optimisation, time traces for radii of 10
m and 20 m in the most frequency sea state are shown
in Fig. 7, in terms of WEC displacement, hydrostatic
force, excitation force, captured power and absorbed
power. The captured power is deﬁned as fe (t)vb (t) for
the linear model and as fe,nl (t)vb (t) for the weakly
nonlinear model, and the absorbed power is computed
according to fpto (t)vb (t).

For the case of R = 10 m, the WEC natural period is
about 6.37 s, which is smaller than the energy period
of the most frequent sea state (Te = 8.25 s). That is,
the prevailing wave frequency is lower than the WEC
natural frequency. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the WEC displacement using RC is much larger than its counterpart
using PC, leading to a larger restoring force in Fig. 7(b).
In Fig. 7(c), the excitation force using RC only deviates
slight from that using PC. Consequently, more power is
captured and absorbed by using RC than PC, as shown
in Figs. 7(d)-(e). On the other hand, the exaggerated
WEC motion by RC causes a signiﬁcant variation in
the wetted surface, leading to a larger difference between linear and weakly nonlinear modelling methods.
Compared to PC, RC can tune the WEC close to
resonance, consequently resulting in larger oscillations,
hydrostatic forces, with consequently higher captured
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and absorbed power. Compared to modelling methods,
control strategies have a more signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
WEC motion and performance. For the case of R =
20 m, the WEC displacement, restoring force, excitation
force, captured power, and absorbed power are shown
in Figs. 7(f)-(j), respectively. The WEC natural period
is about 9.08 s, which is close to the prevailing wave
period (Te = 8.25 s). Thus, difference control strategies,
i.e. PC and RC, only slightly affect the WEC dynamics
and power absorption. Thus, the deviation between
linear and weakly nonlinear modelling methods seems
more signiﬁcant. However, the normalised root-meansquare deviation for the case of R = 20 m is still smaller
than that for R = 10 m.
To evaluate WEC motions and performance over a
wide range of radius values, the upper boundary is
set at 40 m. However, the algebraic solutions to the
nonlinear FK and buoyancy forces in Eqs. (24)-(25)
assume that the WEC is a point absorber. A large
radius may induce some error in the weakly nonlinear
hydrodynamic modelling method, and the margin of
error is related to the ratio of the sphere diameter to
the prevailing wavelength [56]. In addition, the control
or PTO parameters in RC and PC, via Eqs. (33)-(34), are
selected at the energy period of each sea state, which
is taken as a single representative value, showing the
panchromatic limitations of RC and PC.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this study, a semi-submerged heaving sphere is
used to investigate the impact of linear and nonlinear
hydrodynamic modelling methods on WEC geometric
optimisation, and the interplay between the effect of
sea states, modelling methods, control strategies and
performance criteria on optimal solutions is discussed.
The main ﬁndings are: (i) The selection of WSI modelling method can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the optimised
WEC geometry. In this study, the weakly nonlinear hydrodynamic modelling method, considering nonlinear
FK and buoyancy forces, generally results in a larger
radius than that of the linear method. (ii) The optimised geometry is also sensitive to wave conditions,
and an energetic sea state always leads to a larger
hull. (iii) Control also plays an important role in WEC
geometric optimisation, and the optimised geometry
by RC is much smaller than its counterpart by PC,
but may lead to unrealistic displacement excursions,
particularly with a linear hydrodynamic model. (iv)
The selection of an appropriate performance criterion
is the most important factor in WEC geometric optimisation, regarding the optimised shape. On the other
hand, some performance criteria may be multi-modal
or monotonic in the parameter space, requiring extra attention in choosing optimisation algorithms and
ranges for the parameter space. (v) In the optimisation
loop, WSI modelling naturally has an interdependency
with sea states, control strategies and performance
criteria and, hence, a co-design framework considering
all the aforementioned factors is required.
Ongoing work focuses on validating the effectiveness of the weakly nonlinear modelling method for

ix

WEC geometric optimisation by CFD simulation in
OpenFOAM, and developing advanced control strategies to handle both nonlinear WEC hydrodynamics
and motion constraint.
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